Abstract. An RNA-based evolution system was constructed in the laboratory and used to develop RNA enzymes with novel catalytic function. By controlling the nature of the catalytic task that the molecules must perform in order to survive, it is possible to direct the evolving population toward the expression of some desired catalytic behavior. More recently, this system has been coupled to an in v i m translation procedure, raising the possibility of evolving protein enzymes in the laboratory to produce novel proteins with'desired catalytic properties. The a i m of this line of research is to reduce darwinian evolution, the fundamental process of biology, to a laboratory procedure that can be made to operate in the service of organic synthesis.
INTRODUCTION
Organic chemists have enjoyed remarkable success in synthesizing a variety of namral products. Even more impressive is the success of nature in generating enzymes that produce the vast repertoire of natural products in the first place. Chemists are learning to employ enzymes to assist in organic syntheses and to modify enzymes to make them better suited for particular applications. Ultimately one would like to appropriate from nature not just the enzymes, but the process by which these enzymes are generated: the process of darwinian evolution based on natural selection. Darwinian evolution involves the concerted operation of three processes, selection, amplification, and mutation, applied to a population of informational macromolecules. Selection is used to obtain the most advantageous individuals in a population, amplification provides copies of the selected individuals, and mutation introduces new variation among the copies. The power of laboratory evolution lies in the power of large numbers. It is not unosual to survey 1013 macromolecules at a time, and use the one-in-a-billion with the most desirable properties as "breeding stock" for the next generation. A generation can be carried out in one or two working days.
Thus far, laboratory evolution has been carried out successfully with RNA molecules. RNA lends itself most readily to this process because of its dual role as both a genetic molecule and a catalyst. A number of RNA enzymes (ribozymes) are known to exist in nature, and these serve as a starting point from which to begin an evolutionary search for novel catalysts. It has been possible, for example, to convert an RNA enzyme that cleaves single-stranded RNA to an RNA enzyme that cleaves single-stranded DNA (ref. 1). It has also been possible to evolve RNA metalloenzymes that have novel metal dependence (ref. 
